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Introduction
Two comtrastIng approaches have. guided the planning of most rural
development projects In Latin NAerica.

Qne approach has been to Identify

key economic variablesor factors and mount a focused attack to correct
specific shortcomings In present production systems or to make,! Injections
of missing Inputs so existing enterprises could be expanded.

This approach

focuses development planning primarily on questions of economlc .,,oranlzaw
tion and the allocation of physical and technical .Input.
The second approach Is to vfew development

si icay as a

C mpIn

set of interrelated rules or norms which control the bhavior of lndivI$'
uals who distribute resources, allocate benefits and regulate the use of
inputs and services.

The subject of attention In this second appr

h is'

focused on the individuals who occupy decision making roles and oan factors
which govern behavior of all kinds (including economic behavIor),

ThIs

formulation considers development to be primarily.'a human problem, which
most agree !t Is anyway, but fr which f
have formulated explanations.
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The concern with rules which control behavior Is what is termed the institutional approach in this paper.
The Puebla Project in Mexico constitutes an Instructive demonstration
of the complexity of factors which must be confronted in order to make
some lasting change in rural conditions in Latin America,

Furthermore,

the project is an example of a scheme where Institutional change constltutes the major criterion of project success.
Institutional and conunlcation processes will be described and defined in this presentation in an attempt to remove some of the confusion
about the meaning and significance of this approach.

Following the explana-

tion of concepts, an attempt will be made to illustrate the concepts with
examples from the Puebla Project experience In Mexico.
PART I. COMMUNICATION AND INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE CONCEPTS
Herman Felstehausen
The usual meaning of "Institution" among both specialists and nonspecialists is a meaning which Is analogous to "organization or agency."
By such convention, rural development institutions are those which play
a role in agricultural production or rural social order.

This custoc

ry

definition logically leads to analyses of organizational form, formalized
functions, and agency goals. An extensive literature has been developed
"
2
around precisely such concepts.
A number of organizations have been identified as playing important
roles In the Puebla Project,

They Include the credit banks (which also

distribute fertilizers), the, crop insurance program, the Puebla Project
technical service, government and private markets, farm supply agencies,
transportation owners and operators, and campesino organizations.

-3All organizations exist to provide for a division of labor and to
establish a system of order In carrying out social and economic functions,
There are also numerous manifestations of organizations which sometimes
become more Important than the division of labor itself,

These Include

the division of authority Into a hierarchical pattern which results In
3
the phenomena of power and the possibility of leadership,
Organizational analyses indicate which functions an organization
performs and how the work Is divided and allocated;
what controls these functions,

The Institutionalists

they do not specify
recognized a long

time ago that organizational changes are only superficially understood
by examining an organization's hierarchical structure and the division
of labor,

An examination of the hierarchical structure reveals the pat-

terns of work, but control over the behavior of the Individuals who perform the work Is obtained by an examinatlon of the orgnizational rules.
Sociologists would probably prefer the- term norms to rules;

lawyers

would Include Jaws and administrative orders as kinds of rules.

In

the Wisconsin tradition, norms are called "working rules" to encompass
not just the normative statements, but also the sanctions, both positive
and negative, which define the norms and their applications,
The Puebla Project in Mexico will be used to Illustrate the nature
Pa specifIc rural developnt case,
of working rules with respect to
The illustration Is, by necessity, general and unrefined since many parts
of the program are st||I

evolving and a sys.tematic evaluation of the

rules has not been produced,
The

heavioral groups in our case include those who are actually

involved In project experiences--50,OOO campesinos who produce corn on

small farms in the State of Puebla, bankers who. control the lending of
credit, marketing agents who protect their profit margins, proect technicians who question what they will get out of working in the country
while their colleagues hold urban jobs, and other service agents who
deal with farmers,
Organizational theories frequently stress that behavior Is conditioned
by goals and values. 5

Investigators who accept this premise are led to

seek statements of organizational goals and lIsts of the caron values and
attitudes of the Individuals who make up the organizations,

Confidence In

this approach explains the extensive use of attitudinal measures In many
social change studies,

When results are Inconclusive, Investigators often

blame the shortcomings on unresolved measure.ment problems,

hie the

whole enterprise Is still at an elemntary stage, the basic proble

Is

not ,easurement but the lack of an adequate theory.
Furthermore, the problem of goals Is wrought with controversy over

6

hav they are to be chosen and what their role should be once specifld
A widely accepted position In plannng circles is to accept goals as given
by the organlzation under study, or to arrive at goals by s

e political

process and then to concentrate on seeking efficient means to achieve
them.

The problem with such approaches Is that one has no way to co-

sider the worth of the goals sought to know whether they would resolve
development problems once achieved,

At the same time, the approach tends

to focus the analysis on instrcmnts of acrbn only (means),

in a highly

technically oriented society, means can take over the ends and begi n to
displace goals,

Consequently,

about what should be achieved,

availa.ble means dictate action and Judgments
The instltut~onal approach does not eiminate

-5It faces it in a different way by focusing

the goals question,

on develop-

ment problems to be resolved and on the rules which control repeated patterns
of behavior or action,
Clarification of the behavioral Issues which are basic to institutional
studies has come from recent advances In psychology.

The psychologists

have been able to establish through joint experimentation In biology, genetics
and behavior, that man is a product of hs physical-chemical-makeup (his

8

biological history), plus his environment (his experiential history).

This

evidence puts biological and environmental conditions Into a-causal role,
The institutional-approach refocuses the values-goals problem by
shifting the analysis to rules and their associated sanctions as the controling forces in determining behavIor,
control behavior,

Thus rules rather thanattitudes

iDevelopmental change means changing organizational rules

not individual attitudes,

Rules or norms also provide a useful level for

generalizing Inasmuch as they apply to gr(ups of actors rather than being
singular and unique for each person In the social system.

The assortment

of i ndividuals who occupy positions governed and sanctioned In the same
ways are lumped into categories called role occupants.

ClassifIcation,

a first step in science, Is possible through the consideration of classes
of role occupants without regard to the naming ofthe specific. Individuals
who occupy the roles,

Each Individual occupies numerous roles at the same

time, each role being defined by a set of rules and sanctions.

For ex-

arple, a, gIven person may occupy the role of school teacher for vih *1

certalnyrules and sanctions apply,

But while driving to work the same

person also occupies the role of motorist
set of rules and sanctions apply,

for which an entirely different

Sanctions can be both formal and Informal.

The kinds of sanctions

which are In practice applied to a-given class of role of occupants is
what defines 'Working rule,"

Customary practice which defines accepted

limits of behavior sets up the

wkorking rudes" for each role,

An Institution is, by definitiono not an organlzation--It Is a set
of working rules which define the behavior of a class of role occupants,
Yet rules never exist without some organizational structure so it Is
always useful to look at bureaucrac.ies to see how rules operate.

As

you can see by these definitions. farming is an institution just as
practing law or teaching school are institutions,
Institutlonal change, therefore, means changing the rules applying
to defined-role occupants.

Development Is an attept to get specifIc

classes of role occupants to change their present behavior to some other
behavior with respect to economic and social functions,

The institutional

approach focuses the attention on the ways the.working rules are changed
rather than stressing the effects of changes In attitudes, tecihnology, or
input delivery,
The concepts just described are so unfamiliar to many technicians
and scIentists who work with development that they might be vi
skepticism or rejected outright,

ed wIth

Perhaps it will .help allay some of the

doubts of those who have been trained within biological and physical
science disciplines to point out thait abstractly speaking) one can view
a human family or--a conmunity as a behavioral system In the same way one
can classify a corn plant or a bee hive as a behavioral system,

The point

of this exercise has been to provt{de a more useful way to view behavioral
systems,

A crude model for studying the yield of a corn plant would be

-7to control

for soil moisture and soil

fertility.

it was not until

Ho4ever,

the genetic links to corn yield were described and used did scientists fi-nd
a broad base for experimental action with respect to the behavior of a corn
plant.,
In the same way, one should not expect to have a broad -base of inference for exploring the behavioral components of developrent until we have
an adequate explanation of the .rules which control different human behaviors.
Recent evidence suggests that these exp1anations are of a different kind
than those found by Inspecting organizational

hierarchy,

concepts of leader-

ship goals-values and attitudes even though one needs information about
such factors just as the geneticist continues-to pay attention to moisture
and fertility in his genetics work 0
The second concept to be addressed by this paper Is c
Much of the confuslon about c

unication

nication results from mixing various

uses and definitions of comunicatlon without concern for which use or
concept Is Intended,

Throughout c

nicatlon literature, the theoretical

focus has been upon information transmission and encoding=decoding proces?

9
ses,

Mechanical models have frequently been proposed to provide analogies

for these processes,

The concepts of lnf6rmation transmission and infor-

matlon.coding processes,

are relative1y clear and straightforward in

spite of the fact that there are numerous measurement problems.

If the

Intent Is to transmit a certain message to a defined mass of persons 7
or If one wishes certain persons to believe a certain statement to be
true or false, what is known from the study of mass m~edia,
and advertising,

persuasion,

makes it fairly clear what should be done In attempting

to accomplish that objective.

The area of difficulty In c .unlcation research rests with connunIcation as an Intellectual or problem solv~ng process,
meager and generally inadequate,

Here the theories are

Cormmunication as a mental process

means using ideas about specific events or existences as hypothetical
concepts In order to Identify and test possible means for producing a
planned outcome,

Communication is directly associated with our previous

concept of institutional change,

in order to deliberately accomplish a

change In the rules which govern a particular behavior, one must hold up
an idea of what the "desired" behavior would be like, and then intellectually
screen alternatives which rationally can be expected to produce the stated
result.

This Is a way of looking at cmn

one's head,

IcatIon as It goes on inside

By this defln1ton. cmmunication and problem solving mean

the same thIng,
The kind of comnunication descrlbed here also appIes to Interpersonal
sItua t ons.

Because ideas are created by the use of language symbols, they

can be "put up for display" so to speak, and considered by Wo or more
persons at the same time..,

And recalling that every individual is the pros

duct of his biologIcal and environmental past dictates that no two persons
will manipulate the display of ideas In exactly the same way,

The process

of repeated display , mianpulation arnd display of an Idea among various
persons is what is meant by Interpersonal c

.

unicat.lon,

distinguished from information transmission or reporting,
you that it is ne

it Is to be
For me to tell

3:45 p.m.o is inforrntkr transmission rather than co

munication by this definition.
The Ideas which are produced by a proce ss of interpersonal co r)unica-

tion," of. course, cannot be labeled as-belonging to a given individual.

a,

-9The idea becomes an entirely unique artlfact, an existence apart from the
persons who created it, as a result of being submitted to commnlication.
Individuals may still recognize the components which they originated.
Furthermore, the act-of engaging in such communication creates new
Individuals out of those who communicated.

Communication means displaying

and viming the displays of new and unique ideas which, once displayed,
become a part of the environmental history of those individuals and therefore affect the next conmunication encounter,
Learning, In this way, .isa process-of both c
mation transmission.

nicatlon and Infor-

information transmission alone, however. .s at best,

a kind of "Impoverlshed learning."

Paulo Freire calls Information trans=

mission a "banking system" of learning.

People. end up with varying sized

factual accounts which they can draw out on call, but they lack the history
of experiences In manipulating Ideas that are indispensable to problem.
II
Comtunication Is the manipulatio of
solving and therefore-to learning,
Information to produce an idea,

Persuasion Is the inipulatlon of Infor-

mation to produce a previously defined behavior in specified Indivldualst
The concepts of co

&unicatlon and working rules are developed here,

In order to show how the Puebla Project Is in many ways unique In already
operating with many of these preises,

The followlng description and

evIdence '141111.be used to IIlustra te how the project's technical staff,
working with campesino organizations, have attempted to change the working
rules governi(ng farm product on In the area,

The concept of c

nicatl(on

Is an Integra~l part of this transformation with both the campesinos and
the technicians continually attempting to invent a new order and, at the
same time, redefining the nature of the developme~nt they are seeking.

-IOPART II. MEXICO AND THE PUEBLA PROJECT CASE
Hel iodoro Diaz
The Puebla Project was-started in 1967 to address the problems of subsistence agriculture in Mexico, 12 Specifically,

the objectives of the program

were: l)to field test and refine a strategy for rapidly increasing the yield of
corn on a large number of small farms; 2) to train technicians in the region
and from other regions In the elements and successful use of the strategy; and
3) to build in procedures for evaluation which would help the farmer participarts and others learn from their current experience.
The State of Puebla Is located in the central highlands east of Mexico
Cityo

The region contains about 120,000 hectares of arable land.

Less

than 15 percent of the crop area is Irrigated., Corn is the main crop In
the region and accounts for about 80 percent of the total cultivated acreage,
There were 50,000 heads of families In 1967 implying an average of about
2. hectares of land per family.
Most of the corn grown on smail farms Is consumed by the family which
grcas it. In spite of favorable ecological conditions, actual corn yields
are low.

It

is estimated that k.
1vuld be possIble to rase yields by at"

least 100 percent with the use of modern agricultural Inputs and technology,
Politically, there is support for the program.
Puebla Is part of a much larger problem of small-farm production,
Me? ico has about 24 million hectares of tillable land.

These lands consti-

tute only about 14 percent of the total land area with less than a half
hectare of tillable land per inhabitant.
11 percent of the OMP although it
percent of the total labor force,

Yet agriculture

contributes only

is the source of employment for about 50
13

This figure is paradoxIcal,

given

that MexIcan agriculture is considered to be one of the more dynamic activities

in the process of moderrrzation,

-l1Up to the middle of the 1950's Mexico still imported basic food stuffs.
By the beginning of the 1960's Mexico had satisfied its internal needs and
had become an Important exporter of wheat and corn,

14 The paradox of Mexi-

can agriculture and the story of its "green revolution" Is that less than

1 percent of farmers account for most of the food exports,

A group of

medium and large sized farmers (between 15-16%) produce enough to satisfy
most of the basic food needs of the urban population.

The broadest majority

of farm families (more than 80 percent) are producing just enough to satisfy
the needs of their %-in
markets,

15

familles and make little or no contribution to national

Most subsistence scale farmers cultlvate a parcel without Irriga-

tion that averages less than 3.0 hectares In size,

Although In most regions

ecological conditions are favorable for growing corn and basic crops,
these farmers are not able to Increase their land area or their yields
using conventional Inputs,

They are frozen-into a status of poverty as

long as present institutions and the state of the arts reain constant,
This means that without new technology. or nev rules for zllocattng resources, the marginal productivity of labor will decrease as family sizer
increases on a fixed land area,
With an annual famitly Income of less than 500 dollars, children of
rural families sedom have an opportunity to complete elementary school,
As a consequence when they leave the countryside to go to the cities looking
0

for better opportunities they usually find themselves worse off than they
had been in the vIIIages

Their

Imited rural education does not quaify

them for a decent job; they become urnmployed inhabitants of the city slums,
Thus, they also complicate the already serious problems of the urban sector,
This is the main reason why Mexico, at the beginning of the 1970's is still
classified as a "poor" country,

12If Mexico is going to take a definite step toward a sustained overall
development program, the problems of a large number of small producers
have to be resolved In a relatively short time,

The Puebla Project is an

attempt to respond to the urgency of this task,

The organizers of the

Puebla Project concluded that limited programs which concentrated on only
a few key factors were slow and Incapable of addressing the wide range of
issues confronting small farmers,

Instead, development here Is-vleed as

a large set of interacting-elements about which relatively little is known

16
in a specific and detailed way,
While the specific details of development processes were rot knavnj
the program staff was concerned with many Issues besides production and
recognized that -these Issues could be Identified in general categories.
The plan had to be more comprehensive than a typical pilot project would

17
suggest and yet there was no model In mind.,

The approach.which was

selected, and which sets the Puebia Project apart from many similar pro"
jects, was to address a broad set of rules governing the full range of
rural community functions Including farm production activities, the develops
ment and application of technology, and the provision of supporting services,
This was done with the assumption that most of these institutions needed
adjustment, but that the specific nature of the adjustments were not knwn
ahead of time.

Instead, they had to be judged and evaluated In the course

of trying different alternative procedures--literaily, selecting rules and
sanctions on the basis of those which brought about successful rural transformat Ionso
This kind of project obvlousiy could not move ahead without some
criteria to determine when major Issues had been addressed and to some

-13extent resolved,

The first criter.lon- Apled was that all procedures had

to be potentially applicable among iarge numbers of small farm producers.
Previous experience with countless development projects had been that they
are highly region or group specific or they benefit large scae or cOMrccial Farmers far more than small scale farmers,

Without corrvant~ng on the

unequal effects 6f development, such programs are obviously Inadequate
inasmuch as the vast majorIty of Mexican, farmers fall Into the small1 farm
corn growing class,

If their economic and social conditions are not

changed, agricultural development will, by def4nIt1on, have failed,
Five additional criteria, covering broad procedures of operatlon, were
also followed In organIzing and operating the project.

You will note that

these are all morelconcerned with the direction and quality of rule changes
than wth traditional measures of production and technical change.
are:

They

I) A program of continuous project evaluation, desIgned to change the

oerating pro
f" ter Ing -of C

ures of both project staff as well as cmpsirtor-IfI1)
Ein9;1
Qor

narXMtI an to0-

h

nre relevant 1nrue dm,ag,"

Involvement of fari producers in tie ccniunicatton of new ruies and prow
cedures, 4) Continuous on the joo training of new personnel by the techni
cal staff of the Puebla Project, and 5) Eventual change In th

rules govern-

ing the distribution of agricultural credit and supplies for small prOtcc
Continuous evaluation
Evaluation Ise n. Inteara

part of the Puebla Pro 'ect actka proor

Evaluations are conducted oy the project staff to serve both as a trakt~ng
device tc acquaint new staff members with the cam pesino end fi~d cow itIc~a
and also to redirect program activities,

The members of the stc~ff hcvo

'k
a

conducted two surveys based on a statIstical sample of campesinos in the
region.

Also the evaluation program has evaluated the corn yields of both

participants and non-participants In the program.

The results of these sur-

veys and yield estimations have been Immediately passed on to the rest of
the staff and to managers of the credit and fertilizer agencies,

in this

way the credit agencies are assured that lending for corn Is sound and
campesinos realize the added risk Is worth taking.
Information concerning the repayment of loans Is cowmunicated to
the banks and campesinos so they may take Internal measures to preserve
the flow of credit,

Responses toward actual and proposed new organizations

for the campesinos in the project are also c

unicated to the staff tech-

niclans.
Research personnel conducting the evaluations of the Puebla Project
had received advanced research training from the National School of Agri
culture at Chapingo and some had studied abroad,

They were also able to

consult regularly with senior staff of the International Maize and Weat
Improvement Center (CIMYT), the Statistics and Computing Center at
Chapingo. and other research programs,
Five stages were considered to be essential to provide a continuum

18
of Interaction among campesinos, technicians and supply agencies:

I) The

first stage of research In the Puebla Project contentrated on technical and
ag-ronomic problems,.

xperiments were designed to determine optimum fertili-

zer application rates and schedules, plant varieties and plantIng densities,
planting dates, and suitable tillage methods.

On the basis of the analysis

-15)f the results,

e able to dcrva a genera

the reseCrZers wou

-ecornndations to deI'ver to the campesinos,

package of

2) An evaluation was made of pre,

ent soclo-econot¢lc conditions of the subsistence farmers through a sample sur
fCy before starting the action prg1ram,

The'results of this evaluation would

provide a bench mark for future comparlson owr whiCh t..eso.
program would be built,. Aso

s- of- the

the results of the survey wotid help the

staff understand the different roles of each of the soco poiitical

organi zat Ions at the ccrnmut nity levei,
c

Inform--on about

he channels of

unication through which farmers received n&s from the v'tside were

also obtained0

3)

The director of the program,

in addition to his admki

nistrative duties, gave priority to the task of gradually developing i'terest within the fsrvi suppy sec.tor to provide the required credit and
OeMtswzer ,

This was a prerequlslt

action program

to prnor:oWlang further chatiges 0

N the feld starJd &

the

staff techniclans offered the pa-ka-ge of r-w

The

crop cycle oy '168, The

raoaer st MIs to volunteers,

vn
These volunteers agreed to onerate uder tae
the program.

4)

set of rules suggested by

The rearcher_ group continued to establish exere

Ets

throughout the area with the purpose of re fnIng the package of recommendations to flit different ecological

conditions,

evaluated (on the basis of a statistica
crops and the crop

5)

The evaauntion team

sarle), the yields of traditionai

of the volunteers who planted high yield-corn plots,

A second phase of tne Ptoject was k{t.ted in 1369,

From then or,

efforts were concentrated on reachlng the masses of subsisten ce farmers
through the organi zation of groups at the comr un ity level and through

direct contacts with the credit and fertilizer dealers.

It was agreed

that organizations could not be Imposed by the, staff technicians.

Ouring the first year,

(196C)

the program was carried out by pro"*

viding technical assistance directly to individual partlcipants 0

The

purchase of Inputs and arrangements for transportation were purely a
personal matter0

After the first year, hawever, the participants felt

the cost of Inputs was too high, and they suggested that they form a
purchase group to decrease the costs of fertllizers and transportation
for the following year,

The first partIcipants of 1968. played a key-role

in the general meetings which were held in each comunity in the promotiona.
stage at the beginning of the 196

crop cycle,. The technicians and first

participants emphasized thet formlnq producer groups would also Increase
This was the begIno
the possibilities of obtaining credIt from the banks.
ning of the organizational stage, gradually groups were formed in most
villages, and at the suggestion of the campesinos, more than one group was
often formed,
These grops have been functionIng satisfactorily since,
$969.,

Slece the organization of groups,

the staff techniclan has perI od

cally visited each village to provide his regular service
an emergency that reqUires technical advise ti
of the zone is requested to pay an additional
of the technician is
and Interpersonal

If there Is

.the viliage the techrniclan
visit,

In thUs way,

the role

more effectve ard allowus for greater coaaounication

relationships with the camcsipenos

Once a group Is organzed.

the members established their own set of

worki[ng rul es and sancti(ons,

Rules exist only in the Context of organization,

And In a society

where most organization is centralizedl In the national capital,

It is not

1}7-

surprising to find that campesinos rake few of the soclal and economk
rules which govern their day to day

BYes.
Vy
the same token, If they

are to produce corn according to different rules, they need some organizea
tlon&

Conetex t within which to deslgn and instltute the naw rules and

sanctions.
Campesino organization has always been encouraged In the Puebia
Project but always allo.ied to follow,, ocal customs.,

No set formula for

organizing campesinos was given because no single-modei
duce results In all contexts,

is known to pro-

In fact, much more experenrce can be gain.ed

from diversity and experimentatlon even though the process Is sloer and
technically more cost t y,
Campesino organizations .ere

fored first to obtain g.roup credit0

Once the campesinos org.anzed, the cred it banks were under presure to
also change their rules of operationl.

The.. fileld agent who used to de Ia

wIth Individuals now is mainly occupied promoting the org-nization of agricultural credit soceties to operate w.-h an offici,

balk at the cw<

ity

level,

A society can be formed In a comiunity when at0 -least 10 of the iemPbars are Wiling to organize for borrowing, funds,19 Each society
three or four officers (called representatives) and seven or more members (called soclos)o

The three or four representatives are the 1) president or soclo

dei egado in the case of the Ej dos., 2) general secretary.,
president of the vigilance coimiitt,e

The presldent or soclo delegado Is the

direct representative of the society for any officia
bank.

) treasurer, and 4)

business with the

The ba.nk does nqot have any authority over |md ;v dua 1 members of the

society; the maxlmum authority/ is represented by the society Itself,

-Once

the socIety I.s formed, nw members can enter If the_ assem bly of the society

agrees to accept them,

o

eroammes

The-

credit usuaIly ranges between 1,0-end 150,

o

c

pre-

There arc Several genera

requisites to forMn a credit So0 C etyo

2)

)Ana ppOcation to a bank by the group to forma soci.ety0
A vs t to the comMun ity by the banks field agent to record
genera

3)

Approva

conditoas
i

aIrf.uiture

end production potentials0

of the application frari the bank.s central off1ce In

Mex I-co City*
A)
A map of the Ejido or of the private properties of the members.
5) A copy of the Ejidos agrer"a certficate or of documents of
private propertyn.
6) A signed charter betveen the bankk and the society.
7)

A final

list of the mombers of the society0
y organized, the: fild ae.gnt and the ore-

Once the society ts forna
ssdeeegMo usuayr

order to obtana group loan,

sMaSthe administrative erran

ent in

When necessary, the members of the society

are called to a general meeting In order to c. mn'cate aspects of ge..neral

groups to speed trapsactions0 increase the size of ,oans ad let reqion"a

of the banks at the same ttm,
on the number of Individrie
it

They regularize the fl,

transacti'ons and toiice thi
'-srskn

eas~er for the ban.ks to collect on loass,

is expulsion for. famrswodeiert
agencieso

of funds, cut do-n

defalt

The most radical grou{p sanctf one
n teir

The second sanction is to accept a como

payments to credit

resnosiblity

to co3.-

laborate in order to solve internal conflicts anod to preserve the existence
of the group.
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Response from the cred.;t agencres had been definitely Inadequate prior

to 1967,

Banks had given credit to less than 7 percent of the farmers in
Although 22 nercent of the farmers had obtained some form of

the region.

credit In the past, they avoided regular borrowing because of poor service
from the banks, 20
The cJ municaton-strata:
The concept of co.mnication In the strategy of a development project
Is frequently understood as a way to rnnipulate the canpesinos by the professionals rather than to dlsplay Ideas growing out of experiences of both
extension agents and campesinos,
In the Puebla ProJect, Ideas were first generated ma My from deionstratlons of new technology dIsplayed during each stage of the growth of
the crop,

The demonstrations Included a general explanation of what the

package of recommendations ental ed-the need any crop has for the three
basic fertilizer elements,.

Next, project aides deronstrated how to mix and

distribute the fertilizers to obtain a uniform application,

After the

campesinos observed the procedure, they were Invited to try it themselves,
The first demonstration ended with an InvltatIon to attend the next
demonstration which would take place 45 days later,
was carried out at harvest time,

The final demonstration

On each occasion, the campesinos asked

the techn1cans to clarify procedures,

The campesnos also made suggestions

regarding their preference for specific types of fertihzers or seeds.
This process of promoting the use of the new package of inputs seems
very simple,

Anid It is indeed; however,

in reality I.t demnds a great deal

a

of patience and insight.

First It Is necessary to understand the language

of the campeslnos and to transcribe the message into their osn words,
so

t takes time and patience to teac aides (who are campesino,

Al-

leaders and

helpers hired within the area and trained to assist the technician) to gain
the skill necessary to tech others9
Twoeor thro
time,

regI1

flel 4daysa

or

ni Waretch

*st

Government officers and managersof agricultural agencies were in-

vited to view the results of experiments which are used as the basis for
recomendations during the next year,

In this way, political leaders and

administrators have the opportunity to exchange Ideas with campesinos and
technicIans who are involved in the same enterprise.
Another examp.le of,the process of cornin cation as an Interpersonal
comunication Is a series of Interchanges among campesinos from different
c

unities within the area,

This was suggested by the campesinos them-

selves who knew the technical staff had a larce area to service,

A series

of Interchanges within the region wvas begun by mid 1969,
An even more exciting experience is the weekly meating which occurs
in one of the most Important towns of the region (San Martin Texmelucan)
where one of the technicians lives,

Each Tuesday

the campes Inos go to

the market to buy and sell products so they asked the field agent to reain
in the vllage that day, so they could ask 41m questions or arrange for
appointments.

Soon they initiated a regular weekly meeting,

sino felt he had something to comuticte to the group,

Each campe-

and sothing

to

gain from the group0
One of the most effectIve media for pr

oting participation In the

corn project was a motIon picture us] .y local volunteers who had partlcipated
in the program as leading actors,

The campesinos are able to identify

completely with those in the movie who are ustng the new recommended package of Inputs.

They are able to recog'ize that they, too, have the same

resources as those who have already been successful.

Emphasis of course,

Is placed on the spectacular differences in yelid between those who had
followed the recomnendations In comparison with those still farming by
traditional methods,
The movie was produced In such a way that the agent can give more
specific information regarding the recommendations,

It includes an Inter-

mission which allows for specific questions to be raised and discussed,
The final part is shown after a dilscussion is held and Is devoted to
Informing the farmers of the procedure of gettling In touch with the
technical staff and the organizing of a group,
The technical staff of the Puebla Project and the train':naroam..
One important part of the Puebia Project was not just to get the campesinos to change, but also to redirect the work of the technical staff,
This was done on the grounds that traditionally trained agronomIsts are
likely to support the status qua while the success of the Puebla Project
depended on quickly adapting to new ruies.

The selection of tecnnlcans

was carefully car.ried cut to adrrdt those who were disposed "to operate with
new procedures.
Unlike many pJIot projects in Mexico; where the concentration is on
quantity of technical personnel rather than quality. the Puebla Project
technical staff was kept to a minhIum
1972),

(5 in 1967 and a maximu

of 11 in

Emphasi!s was on quali ty of personneL, This pol icy was considered

essenti& to tns success of the proqra, st nce the technical personnel
would occupy new roles In the task of rapidly incrasnyilsocr,

These new roles would be sanctioned by canpletely different rules in comparison to the rules sanctionIng tractional agronomists In other projects.
Stress was placed on the following qualities: I) Ideology or outlook.
Prospective employees were Informed In detail of the objectives. organization, and functions of the project.

The need for the staff to work together

as a team, ( performing specific activities to reach a ccmon goal), was
em.phasized,

The candidates had to shon c

Iltment to agricultural develop-

ment where the main beneficiaries would be campesinos.
hours of work and absolute dedicatIon,

it also mnt long

2) Technical ability.

Previous

employment and especially academwic preparation and professional goals of
the candidates were considered Important in evaluating the candldate~s
technical qualIfIcatIons.

3) Experience in the field,

By observing re-

actions In field Interviews every effort was mde to select only those
people capable of working smoothly with
of farmers,

other staff members and all kinds

Also, candidates were judged on their ability to c

unicate

effectively with technical people, and wIth representatives of agricultural
Institutions from small distributors to high governMent officials0
jectivity,

4) Ob-

In Interviewing candidates and studying their previous activitles;

every effort was made to assure the project that they employed the scientific
method with complete honesty nd were eager to present their plans and
results for the criticism of others,

5) Age,

Because of the-strenuous

nature of the work and the need for flexibility and Innovation In resolving
problems, a preference was shown for peopnle between 30 and 35 years of age,
Also, it was necessary that the candidates accepted living in vil lages and
rural towns,
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As mentioned earlier the second main goal of the-Puebla Project was
to train technical personnel for other regions, if the strategy proved to
be successful,

In this way the experience gained in the Puebia Project

could make a contribution in the long run to gradually transform subsistence agriculture Into a modernized enterprize,

the purpose of the train-

ing program has been to provtde the trainees with a realistic and obJective
program where they could learn by doing.

Through this method they could

grasp the essential elements of the organizational strategy more easily.
The training program was .Inittated formally In 1970 with Its goqal
of preparing two teams for Mexlco, one team for Colombia, and one for
21
Peru,
Previous to that time. the training program had been carried
out on an Informal basis.

During the process of on-the-job training the

trainee soon learns that there are no prescriptions for solving problems.
The only way Is to have the ability to identify these problems according
to their relevance and to discover a solution accordong to priorities,
Under these clrcumstences., a necessary condition that an i-ndividual has to
fulfill is to be open minded and as free as possible of any kind of personal
bias,
Of course, personal characteristics as dhose described In the selection of the personnel of the Puebla Project Is an Important factor in
the selection of the trainee candidates,

The director of the Puebla

Project has given his personal attention to the selection of candidates,
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Credit

fertilizer and insurance a

ndes

The present law establishes that the main purpose of the Agricultural
Bank and the Ejido Banks in Mexico are not only to provide long and short
term loans to the campesinos., but also of equalImportance,

to assist the

campesinos in such a way that they can obtain maximum benefits from credit'
The banks store fertilizers in the co unltles and provide most of the credit In the form of product.
It Is a funetlon of field agents paid for by
the banks, to assist in organizing local credit societies and to clearly
explain to members their rights and obligations,

The credit law currently

provides that banks will function through regional and local branches In
each state with a certain degree of Independence from the central bank
office In Mexico City.

The regional and local banks deal directly with

clients (either Individually, or In socletles) and assist In solving field
problems,

Local

lending and technica

assistance decisions are made wlth-

out need for approval from the central office. In Mexico City.
Both agricultural banks are authorized by law to provide the following
22.
types of credit:
1) Short term production loans (credito de avfo), These loans
can be guaranteed by the harvest In the case-of annual crops
or by the animals In the case of livestock products., They
also caP be guaranteed by a certificate of ownership in the
case of small private property owners,
2)

Intermedlate term loans., (credito refaccionarlo *a plazo intermedlo)
for farm Improvements.

This credit can be used to dig a wel,1

a pump, buy m ilk cows, etc.
3)

buy

Long term loans (credito inmobll rlo a largo plazo),
This
credit Is maily for the purchase of agricultural machinery and
for permanent agri cul t ural construction,

The main obigation of the client is to use the credit for the specified
purpose and meet the repayment schedule,

The obligation of the bank Is to
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supervise the correct use and to asslst the borrower to make adjustments
as needed,

These two banks have been the main source of credit for-most

of the participant farmers in the 1_st two years,

In 1951 an agricultural insurance'aw,was passed by congress complimenting
the credit program,

23

The institutior that was created by thls. late Is known

as National Agricultural and Livestock Insurance (Aseguradora acionai AriAgrlculturaM insurance operates hn conrction with credit
cola y Ganadera)
and is hntended to .protect the campesncs a insn natur& :sks i crop and
'livestock prouctiono

The Ins urace, of course, a so protects the banks

by Increa sinq-te chce of pay-ck In case cf crop fahIItre:%
The origin ofa,tne

%a cutral

r

was t

carpesinos them-

selves who were borro.1n3 prom the apric._turai 'Iks Locieties
protectemd themselves by asking each meer to p
trovi
ae s reserve for
each hectare plated

On this 'asis the Ejo Bank and the. Agrlcuitural

Bankw ereeassu.red of co-ictlng on loans itosoetles and so-metims became
the requirement for a soAiety t-o obtai

credit,

The soc,-tles agreed to

let the bank aIlocate the collected money W1 th I a reginion;-*
those campesitos whoe cr,ops were damaged, Ths group of soceties In turn formed
what was knawn as Mutua Agr culturaI nsurance Soci eti1es (NMutualdades de
Seguro Agrlcola),
By creat!nqhe niational system K was attmnpted to dlstrIbute the
risksamong t

camteslnos.,l
s of th

whoe contry.

Each mutual society under

the new ieglsiatlon Is obliiateo to relnsure itself with Aseuradors Agrcola
y

Gauadera,

Kt is d~eer thet th.e systen Is besicai,
ly soun)d end can perform

efficiently to provide the service to the participants in the project if
some bureaucratic, orobiems are ove-rcme In the future,
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Finally, a third agricultural ban'k was founded on March 2, 1965 with
the purpose of reinforcing the other two.
Agropecuarlol,

(AgricudturaI and Livestock

The ne

bank Is the "Banco

ank).

It was founded by

Executive Decree In order to quickly Improve distribution of agricultural
credit In the maln agricultural regions of the country.

This bank has the

dual function of providing credit to both "ej1datarlos" and smfl operators.
The alm of the bank is to provide credit to groups of cart pesInos organlzed
In societies.

Groups have preference over Individua] clierts.

The AgriW

cultural and Livestock Bank, besIdes Its adm nistrative and organizationAi
functlons) providestechnical assistance to its clients.
of this bank has been iess Importan t

The participation

though It represents a great potential

as a source of credit In the future.
In.addItion to the offici'l agricultural banks, there are a numuber of
private banks or lenders who distribute fertilizer on credit.

'impulsora de

Puebla" has been the leadIng fIrm In the action programs,
One of the problems faced by the fleld staff and the bank agents In
dealing with the credit program Is that most campesino groups contain aSW
members who have past debts with the official banks.

.

Fortunateiy, thV

managers of the banks have reacted positively to that prob!et,

They agreed

to provide nes credit to the grcup If there were promIses to gradually repay past debts In the coming cro)p yeat.
groups were started by working

an

{n ths way a large number of

With the official banks,

have the advantage of technical assstance fro

the project.

N~c

'

tney

About 70

percent of the participants racci ved credit from the offilcial banks In 1970,
During the 1971 crop year, 75 percent of the campesinos in the program
borrowed from the official banks.

A su

Is presented In the foliling table.

ry cf totai project particIpation
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OPERATIONAL PROSRESS AND IMPACT OF THE PARTICIPATION OF
OFFICIAL BANKS AND A PRIVATE F'RM IN PROVDING CREDIT TO
THE PARTICIPANTS OF THE PUEBLA PROJECT.

Source

Acreage

of Credit

Private
Offical
Tota~

Acreage
Farmers

Acreage
Farmers

Has

Farmers

Has,

Farmers

Has,

103

70

2019

1602

17S0

4682

1631

0

0

542

4236

3089

7920

3609 11,043

To a.,025

70

1

5838

.48

103

2

Has,

1,q 025240
12040

3395

-14,438 '
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